
                                               Imagine...I had to go to an online college to get personal, individual attention!” 

SOUL Connect for 
Educators 

In addition to their 

expertise, our faculty 

will be able to use 

analytics to inform their 

instruction. 

Wrap-Around 
Support 

Each student partners 

with a dedicated 

Educator Coach who will 

champion her success.  

SOUL KP  
(KnowledgePath) 

Students experience 

academic gains when 

instruction is customized to 

their learning needs and 

offered in a variety of 

modalities.  

Accelerated Pace 

SOUL facilitates immediate 

interventions and critical 

supports whenever a student 

begins to struggle with the 

help of learning analytics & 

predictive models.  
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What is SOUL? 

SOUL is a data driven 

approach intended to make 

a student's college 

experience more personal 

and supportive.  

Why SOUL? 

By pairing analytics with 

personalized instruction 

and support services, we 

can pro-actively respond 

to a student's needs to 

increase her chance of 

educational success. 

Leading the Nation in 

Education Innovation 

In 2014, Bay Path was one of 

only 24 US institutions to 

receive a prestigious FIPSE 

grant from the US Dept. of 

Education. This grant has 

helped us develop SOUL. 

SOUL Connect 
(EXT097) 

Through this on-boarding 

experience each student 

becomes oriented while 

also strategizing with 

advisor on elements of 

preparedness. 

SOUL Communities 

Students engage and network 

with a vibrant, virtual 

community of adult women 

learners who share their 

professional interests and 

their personal goals. 

SOUL places the adult woman learner at the center of the learning experience. 

413.342.0122  
degrees@baypath.edu 

baypath.edu/soul 
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Accelerated Pace 
“I like how my knowledge is tested so that I don’t 

have to learn information that I already know.” 

- Chaya K., Business Analytics 

SOUL Connect (EXT097) 
“I feel most grateful for the deliberate focus on 

building a supportive community. I also appreciate 

the commitment to assuring us that reaching out to 

ask for help is important.” 

- Tracy C., Leadership and Organizational Studies 

Testimonials 

SOUL Connect for Educators 
“I found particularly intriguing that KP is truly 

adaptable to the needs of adult students and their 

diverse learning styles; that immediately accessible 

data allows students to self-monitor their progress and 

enables instructors and advisors to intervene 

proactively; that the Academic Research Collection 

makes available to both students and faculty a wealth 

of resources; and that the connection with other 

social media platforms expands the virtual 

learning community productively.” 

- Eleni H., Adjunct Faculty - English 

Wrap-Around Support 
"Despite the geographical distance, working 

with our online students is made possible 

through the many interactive tools we have at 

our fingertips. We provide high-touch outreach 

with the help of the various reports that 

analyze student data so we can construct 

intentional advising practices. With such a fast-

paced environment, the more proactive we 

can be with our students, the better chance 

she has to be positively influenced by our 

network of support.” 

- Alaina B., Assistant Director of Advising and 

Student Support, TAWC 
SOUL KP (KnowledgePath) 
“KnowledgePath gave me different avenues in 

which to learn the material.” 

- Desiree S., Rehabilitation and Victim Advocacy SOUL Communities 
“Can I just say how impressed I am with all of 

you ladies for choosing to further your 

education with TAWC! I am SO proud of you all, 

and myself too! It is a big decision to go back, 

especially for those of you who have children 

too. You are all incredible and inspiring. I am so 

happy to be a part of this journey with you!” 

– Kassandra C., Education Studies, peer mentor 
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